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The name comes from the initials of the popular phrase " Thank God It's Friday "; however, the
stars of the lineup touted the initialism meaning "Thank Goodness It's Funny. The block initially
premiered on September 22, , marking one of the first attempts by a major network to brand a
programming block a concept that was concurrently becoming popular among cable networks
at the time of its inception , with the goal of encouraging young viewers to watch the entire
lineup, instead of just a particular show. The " TGIF " block dominated the ratings in the
18â€”49 demographic for most of the s. However, ratings began declining during the latter half
of the decade due partly to Fridays becoming more common for social outings among
segments of the block's key demographic as well as the loss and aging quality of many of the
lineup's signature shows, culminating in the original incarnation ending after eleven years on
September 8, On May 15, , the network announced that it would revive the block, with the third
incarnation, which has launched on October 5, This newest incarnation of TGIF consisted of a
mix of sitcoms and game shows. Family-friendly comedies, which featured families with
children as major characters, were a staple of ABC's programming dating back to the network's
earlier sitcoms from the s onward, such as The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet which
premiered in , Leave It to Beaver which moved to ABC in , after spending its first season on CBS
, The Donna Reed Show which premiered in , The Flintstones which premiered in , but was
largely an adult-oriented animated comedy until the birth of Pebbles in , The Brady Bunch which

premiered in , and The Partridge Family which premiered in ; that series and The Brady Bunch
became part of the Friday night lineup at that time. Recalling his childhood when his family
would gather to watch The Wonderful World of Disney , he was inspired to create a
family-oriented comedy block. In , Janicek began gaining support for his concept by
approaching the studios and talent of independently produced ABC shows, promoting the
synergy and potential success of the family block brand. With four ABC family-oriented comedy
series on board, and the backing of network president Bob Iger , the initial lineup for the block
was created. Before ABC experienced its success on that night during the s, its Friday night
schedule consisted of hit comedies such as Webster which remained on Fridays until its
cancellation by ABC in , only to subsequently be renewed by Paramount Television as a
first-run syndicated series , Benson which would be cancelled at the end of the â€”86 season
and Diff'rent Strokes which moved to the network in after being cancelled after six seasons by
NBC, only to cancelled by ABC following its seventh and final season. The block of
predominantly family-friendly situation comedies was inaugurated in the â€”89 season with
three series that were already part of the Friday lineup Perfect Strangers , Full House and Mr.
Belvedere and a sophomore series new to that night, Just the Ten of Us a spinoff of Growing
Pains , which originally aired on Tuesdays for its abbreviated first season in the spring of Since
the â€”88 season , Perfect Strangers stars Mark Linn-Baker and Bronson Pinchot in character
as Larry Appleton and Balki Bartokomous , respectively had been doing hosted interstitials that
were conducted from the Perfect Strangers set, originally airing during the two-hour Wednesday
sitcom block that their series was part of as that season began. In March , Perfect Strangers
moved to Fridays, and the interstitials went with them. On Fridays, the hosted interstitial
concept gained more traction before the family-friendly concept on that night was actually
implemented. Pinchot and Linn-Baker would remain the sole hosts of the Friday lineup
throughout the â€”89 season. Moonlighting , then in its fifth season and starting to experience a
considerable decline in its ratings greatly thanks to the WGA strike, which delayed the
premieres of many programs set to launch or return for the fall season , was placed on a
temporary hiatus by ABC in February when the network decided to add a second hour of
comedy offerings onto its Tuesday schedule. Janicek, in response, came up with the idea
promote the restructured lineup under a unified brand name, Terrific Tuesday , to draw
audiences to the changes, to reference the two additional sitcoms that were being offered, and
especially as a nod to Who's the Boss? The Terrific Tuesday branding was a success, and ABC
urged Janicek to continue the banner name for the following season. At the time of the network
upfronts that unveiled the upcoming fall schedule in May , Janicek, as well as ABC, devised the
notion of further promoting their family fun-themed Fridays with a brand name. While Terrific
Tuesday and What-a-Wednesday were both on tap for the â€”90 fall season, the Friday branding
concept was to undergo a revision before September. An opening sequence for the two-hour
block was introduced, featuring animated mice against a gray background. The theme music,
featuring a male vocalist and a falsetto -tuned backup chorus, sang the lyrics, "Time for fun
thank goodness! The mice held up title cards containing the selected theme lyrics "Thank
goodness" and "It's funny! The sequence concludes with the older mouse breaking a
grandfather clock with a mallet, which cut to the hosted interstitial. For the first time, another
show's cast assumed hosting duties for the interstitials in place of the stars of Perfect
Strangers. As they began their first segment, the TGIF name was officially introduced, in which
its meaning, "Thank Goodness It's Funny", was re-emphasized from the theme lyrics. Coulier
and Stamos also announced that a new policy, in which stars from the other three TGIF
programs would rotate hosting responsibilities along with them on a week-to-week basis, would
begin. Eastern Time, with Just the Ten of Us reclaiming its time slot the following week. During
the inaugural season of the format, the TGIF logo was only featured at the start of every hosted
segment, appearing in a design where each letter was encased in a tall gray box as pictured to
the right ; the boxes would flip in at the bottom of the screen, stand still for a few seconds, and
then turn out. One of the animated mice from the TGIF title sequences was featured on some
weeks within the live-action host segments, and was introduced by the actors as the lineup's
mascot, known as "Friday the Mouse". Custom bumpers would appear after the final scene of
each program, where normally a short cut of the show's title logo and theme would play,
denoting the final commercial break. During the first season of TGIF , the bumpers featured
additional animations of the mice, including variants that featured the taller mouse popping out
of the grandfather clock, a small mouse being dragged around by a running chainsaw around it,
the taller mouse walking towards the grandfather clock, thinking it over, and then backtracking,
and the taller mouse popping up from the top and bottom of the screen on both sides of the
show's title logo. The official title logo for the respective program as opposed to the logo
designs used mainly in network promotions for each show that were used in the block's

bumpers in later years was displayed on either side of the clock. The closing animation, which
ran after the credits of the program usually Just the Ten of Us , consisted of the same theme
music, albeit with the lyrics, "See you next week.. One such animation involved the taller mouse
holding what looked like a parade float likeness of himself, as it flies out of control and he flies
around with it. Another shows the mouse walking with a blowtorch and mask on, but he doesn't
know that the plug comes lose, so he angrily walks back. With the TGIF moniker permanently in
place, more changes in presentation occurred as the lineup grew in popularity. On September
21, , the animated mice opening and accompanying theme music were dropped from the Friday
block, in favor of a new graphics package that officially incorporated the new TGIF name for the
first time. For most of TGIF ' s run until the â€”99 season , at least one series on the lineup was
produced and in some cases, developed by the team of Thomas L. Miller and Robert L. Milkis
under a development deal with Paramount Television â€” in The latter premiered in September
as part of the network's Friday schedule, while the former concurrently was moved from
Wednesdays to Fridays that month. In September , Family Matters â€” a spin-off of Perfect
Strangers originally centered solely on the family of Harriette Winslow, who began as a
recurring character on its parent series, before becoming centered increasingly around the
breakout character of Steve Urkel starting with its second season â€” joined the lineup. Going
Places was cancelled after one season in spite of its ratings increase, and was replaced in the
â€”92 season by Baby Talk , a sitcom based on the film Look Who's Talking. Baby Talk initially
scored high ratings as a mid-season replacement on TGIF in the spring of trying out in the
Going Places time slot. In its second season, however, ratings collapsed. During the most
successful years of TGIF , the main characters of one of the Friday prime-time sitcoms would
"host" the two-hour block of episodes for that week. Always in character, they would introduce
each show and comment on the proceedings afterward. Sometimes, characters from a series
that did not air on the Friday schedule would appear to host. Occasionally, the hosts for the
evening would find a common thread between each show. During the fall seasons in the late s
and early s, casts from various TGIF shows would host Saturday morning preview specials ,
which outlined much of new programs set to air on the Saturday morning fall schedule after The
Walt Disney Company began programming the network's Saturday morning lineup in , following
its prior acquisition of ABC, these preview specials were hosted for the remainer of TGIF ' s run
by the hosts of Disney's One Saturday Morning. When TGIF officially launched, weekly promos
for the lineup were voiced by actor and resident ABC announcer Robert Ridgely , who had
mainly been voicing sitcom promos, including those for Fridays, for a few years before the
brand was incorporated. Veteran television personality and announcer Gary Owens , who had
been with ABC since as a primetime promo voiceover, became the sole announcer for weekly
TGIF promotions beginning with the â€”91 season. Owens remained as the "voice of TGIF "
until the end of the â€”95 season. During the first few years of TGIF , the host interstitials varied
during the summer months. The regular hosting rotation continued with new segments during
the summer of , the final months of the "mice" motif. Instead, stars performed voiceovers for
"TGIF Trivia", game-like segments made up of episode scenes and multiple-choice questions.
The trivia quiz provided "A", "B" and "C" choices of events that the home viewer was supposed
to choose from for a supposed "single" correct answer; in reality, all choices were correct in
each round, as every scene featured was from an actual episode inclusion. For the late spring
and summer of , ABC ran a promotional contest that chose winners from around the country to
host TGIF for a week from their own homes. Those that were chosen were instructed to
videotape their own segments from home, giving commentary on the shows that would air on
the week they were scheduled to be featured. Families, individuals, groups of friends, couples,
and most prominently teenagers were among the winners. The voiceover narration format from
TGIF stars returned for the late spring and summer of This time, however, a rotation of stars
would simply voice previews over upcoming episode scenes. Payton, in particular, had the
distinction of having one of the weeks she did segment narrations on August 6, , when Perfect
Strangers where her Family Matters character Harriette Winslow originated aired its series
finale. From to , original on-camera host segments returned to TGIF for the summer. Loosely
known as The Hump , via the tagline "Over the hump! The concept title was another play on a
popular catchphrase, in which Wednesday is typically referred to as " hump day " being the
middle of the work week , thus making it "over the hump" toward the weekend. The Hump
concept aired for the last time on October 30, , and ABC resumed promoting the Wednesday
lineup in standard fashion. Eastern slot on Wednesdays. Live-action stars of the network's
Saturday morning lineup, most notably including the cast of ABC's Land of the Lost revival,
hosted interstitials every half-hour. While an opening sequence and custom last-segment show
bumpers were included, the theme music used was the instrumental version of ABC's
"America's Watching" campaign. Hammer himself appeared as host of MCTV on a few

occasions. Hammerman was cancelled by the end of the â€”92 season. In the fall of , while the
MCTV branding continued in use during the Saturday morning schedule, promos for the lineup
no longer referenced the "More Cool TV" tagline. Seeing how TGIF dominated prime time on
Fridays in the face of typical decreased television viewership on that night, Janicek and
company felt that the same marketing power could translate into success for Saturday night.
Saturday, as an even heavier social night not spent at home by viewers in the 18â€”49
demographic, resulted in most networks airing shows with older demographics, those with
family appeal, or programs faltering in the ratings on other nights or in the most political cases,
shows that a network no longer has confidence in. NBC had claimed dominant victory on
Saturday nights throughout the s and into the s, with an eclectic mix of family-themed shows
and sophisticated comedies aimed at an older audience such as The Golden Girls , , Amen and
Empty Nest. ABC, however, had continued to struggle on Saturday nights. Through the end of
the â€”91 television season, recent programs such as The ABC Mystery Movie and China Beach
had experienced a quick death after moving to Saturdays, leading to such bold decisions as
moving the nationwide phenomenon Twin Peaks to Saturday in order to shore up the lineup.
After reformatting the Saturday night lineup for the fall schedule to include an hour of comedy
followed by another established drama and a freshman drama, ABC announced plans for a
Saturday TGIF offshoot to premiere at mid-season. The newcomer that rounded out the lineup
was the Steven Bochco cartoon Capitol Critters. Eastern hour, going on a three-month hiatus. I
Love Saturday Night was structured exactly like TGIF , with hosts from each show rotating
every week, down to its own set of branding graphics and a theme song. The intro to the lineup
began with a red ABC logo encased inside an animated heart, which bounced around, and then
off, the screen. Set against various-colored backgrounds but most commonly blue , the lineup's
title was then spelled out in the opening alongside views of animated suns, moons and palm
trees. The last two lines of the theme were often sung over the show bumpers that led into the
last commercial break of each show. Those in the industry suspected that Perfect Strangers
was moved to Saturdays not necessarily since it could have bolstered the lineup's performance,
but because it was part of an ABC agenda to kill the series ABC's explanation in its move from
Fridays was that it did not fit the new TGIF demographic, ages 10â€” Saturday night on ABC,
especially up against NBC's powerhouse lineup of the evening, seemed a surefire place to send
even a popular show into considerable ratings decline. This is exactly what happened, as
ratings during the entire February sweeps period were the lowest of the season for ABC that
night save for The Commish , which had become successful in its first season , with Perfect
Strangers experiencing the largest single-season ratings decline for a series. After five dismal
weeks in the Nielsens , ABC had a rapid loss of faith in I Love Saturday Night ; the branding
concept for the Saturday lineup was used for the last time on February 29, Cast members from
all three of the live-action shows hosted I Love Saturday Night in rotation during the five-week
run:. Beyond the quick demise of I Love Saturday Night , the same lineup, more or less,
continued on ABC for the remainder of the â€”92 season. Capital Critters was cancelled in
March; this caused the remaining three shows to switch slots in order to provide a choice time
period for the Head of the Class spinoff Billy , which moved to the lineup Billy had previously
been a part of TGIF from its January 31, premiere until March. Boss and Pains , meanwhile, had
announced the end of their runs in the spring of , but both would remain on Saturdays until
summer reruns. These shows aired their one-hour finales on Saturday, April 25, , along with the
series finale of MacGyver , which aired on this night for one week only. The failure of these
programs, along with ABC's decision to not renew Billy for a second season and the
announcement that Perfect Strangers was going on a long hiatus, marked the end of any
attempt by ABC to program comedies or family fare on that night. The Commish would run until
Once every few years, ABC would again try to program such shows on Saturday nights with no
success. The lone exception in this case was The Wonderful World of Disney , which ABC
revived after it was bought by Disney and eventually moved to Saturday nights in , where it ran
until it was discontinued in To promote the special on the previous Friday November 17 , the
respective opening theme songs for all of the TGIF sitcoms were replaced with Beatles songs,
regardless of the individual shows' plot with the exception of Boy Meets World , which used a
song by The Monkees as its theme that week as the episode featured a guest appearance by the
group's members. On an episode of Boy Meets World aired the previous week October 31 ,
Melissa Joan Hart made a second cameo, as an aside, due to the episode in question "The
Witches of Pennbrook" featuring a plot involving a coven of witches being thwarted from taking
the soul of supporting main character Jack Hunter played by Matthew Lawrence ; the cameo
featured fellow main character Eric Matthews Will Friedle describing the event and swearing off
witches, not realizing that Sabrina is one. Between each show, segments showed the group in
the studio, "commanding" the shows to come on, and at one point even incorporating TGIF into

their mega-hit song " MMMBop ". The Walt Disney Company purchased ABC corporate parent
Capital Cities Communications in September , and, after finalizing the sale the following year,
began reshaping the network to its preferences beginning in , refocusing its attention towards
programming toward teenagers and adult audiences. They did it by putting Step by Step and
Hangin' with Mr. Cooper on the back burner and launching two new shows that were bookended
by popular veterans like Family Matters and Boy Meets World. First up was Sabrina the Teenage
Witch : a fantasy sitcom starring Melissa Joan Hart based on the Archie comic book character ,
who had made her name on Nickelodeon earlier in the 90s. While not a breakout hit, it was the
most successful Friday launched by ABC since Boy Meets World three years earlier and helped
breathe new life into the lineup. It was a buzzy show among ABC's target audience for the night
and fit nicely with other teen-centered shows. The other new show was Clueless , which was
based on a hit movie of the same name and starring many of the same cast members. This was
the more anticipated on ABC's two new shows on Fridays but it wasn't as successful as
Sabrina. ABC pulled it in February and cancelled it at the end of the season. When Clueless was
pulled off the schedule, it was replaced by Step by Step. Cooper didn't make it on the air until
the summer when it was burned off on Saturday nights. The former two would be revived by
CBS , where they would serve as the linchpins for a new, competing block airing on the same
night, the CBS Block Party. The problem was that these shows were not endearing as so many
successful TGIF shows had been for years, and failed with the critics and audiences, even with
the return of Maureen McCormick formerly Marcia Brady and the addition of established sitcom
star Jerry Van Dyke who, unusually, had supporting roles on both new shows to ABC Friday
nights. Save for a two-week run of Hiller and Diller , ABC simply aired repeats of Sabrina and
Boy Meets World for the rest of that season at pm and pm respectively, before their new
episodes. As part of a network-wide rebranding toward a simplified graphics package, ABC
retired the traditional TGIF logo and phased out the theme song. The network thought that the
return of the Olsen Twins to ABC would do the trick so they launched the new sitcom in the 8pm
slot. Two of a Kind ended up being a disappointment. Both shows had respectable ratings
throughout the season, but was cancelled in spring ; marking the second year in a row that both
new shows added to the lineup had failed. What would become the final season â€” of TGIF ' s
original run saw additional changes: the hosting segments and skits were officially dropped, the
TGIF name was only used for the promos and bumpers becoming an unnamed block on
Friday's , sophomore series The Hughleys moved from Tuesdays to Fridays, while the new
comedy Odd Man Out a vehicle for then-rising teen actor Erik Von Detten joined the lineup
aftered being heavily promoted in the summer of as a last ditch effort to save the dying block.
The show featured eventual convict and boy-band impresario Lou Pearlman putting together a
boy band that became O-Town and had a couple successful songs. The final night of new
programming was on May 5, , which featured the hour-long series finale of Boy Meets World ,
followed by what was billed as "ABC's series finale" of Sabrina the Teenage Witch as it had just
been picked up by The WB , which was also expanded to one hour. Repeats of both series
continued throughout the summer, with Sabrina continuing to air in reruns until August 25, and
Boy Meets World continuing to air reruns until September 8, when ABC aired the first and only
original network rerun of that show's series finale along with the finale of mid-season reality
music competition series Making the Band which was later revived on MTV in , after ABC
cancelled it. This lineup only lasted one year, with all four shows being cancelled by the end of
the season. ABC then opted to running dramas and reality shows such as The Mole which only
lasted three weeks. By then, Friday nights were the second-weakest night of the week for
television viewership behind Saturdays , with only a few shows receiving attention, such as
CBS' CSI: Crime Scene Investigation , which premiered on Friday in contrast to the other major
broadcast networks, CBS has maintained strong ratings for its Friday evening programming for
the most part since then. This meant that for the first time since the television season, ABC
promoted Friday night lineups in a standard fashion between and This effort hit a roadblock due
to the fact that ABC did not own the syndication rights to all of its programs. That season's
lineup met with only moderate success, seeing a consistent second- or third-place showing
against a popular CBS drama lineup that included Joan of Arcadia and JAG. Alex Trebek briefly
served as host and spokesman for the block, but for the majority of the TGIF revival, the block
aired without a host â€” thereby differing from the concept of the original to version. Those
TGIF series that had reached, or come close to, the episodes necessary to be syndicated were
offered to local stations for a time period, after which they were sold to cable channels. Disney
Channel aired re-runs of Boy Meets World from to and briefly in with select episodes from later
seasons â€” particularly, seasons â€” being edited and three other episodes being banned
altogether due to mature subject matter â€” the latter instance was part of a programming stunt
to promote its sequel series, Girl Meets World , focusing on the children of the earlier sitcom's

principal characters Cory Matthews and Topanga Lawrence-Matthews and airing in the same
Friday night time slot as its predecessor. MTV2 also airs Boy Meets World since through a
separate syndication deal; since , it has shared its rights to Boy Meets World with TeenNick ,
which uses the series as a lead-in to its own s block, The Splat. Cooper â€” Ion Television ,
before its transition to a lineup of all dramas, ran Perfect Strangers only during October and
Hangin' with Mr. On July 27, , Hulu and Warner Bros. Eastern time slot, all of which struggled
and were eventually cancelled. The one-hour family comedy block returned for the â€”14
season , with sophomore series The Neighbors joining Last Man Standing , where the former
floundered. Another freshman comedy, Cristela a starring vehicle for co-creator Cristela Alonzo
, joined Last Man Standing on Fridays for the â€”15 season , only to also be cancelled after the
conclusion of its first season. Yet another sitcom, Dr. Ken a star vehicle for former doctor
turned stand-up comic Ken Jeong , joined Last Man Standing on the block for the â€”16 season.
Ken was the only series that returned for an additional season, getting a second season renewal
for the â€”17 season. Both Dr. The changes culminated in ABC choosing to revamp its Friday
night lineup â€” despite continued strong ratings for Last Man Standing and Shark Tank in their
respective slots â€” to focus on drama series, with ABC filling the first two hours of its Friday
lineup with returning series Once Upon a Time and freshman Marvel superhero drama
Inhumans for the â€”18 season. In the case of Last Man Standing , its cancellation was cited as
being due to the expiration of a contract between 20th Century Fox Television and ABC, in
which 20th Century Fox Television covered the show's production costs, after ABC declined to
negotiate license fees to prevent it from having to handle production costs going forward. ABC
paid homage to the TGIF phrase and branding when it began marketing its Thursday night
lineup for the â€”15 season, consisting entirely of dramas created by Shonda Rhimes Grey's
Anatomy , Scandal and freshman drama How to Get Away with Murder , as "TGIT" Thank God
It's Thursday ; other than the similarity in name and both airing on the same network, the two
blocks are in no way related, and due to their completely divergent parental ratings , meant for
different audiences. After experiencing mediocre ratings on Fridays, ABC made several
programming moves that resulted in the discontinuance of its Friday drama block after one
season. In February , ABC announced that Once Upon a Time which had been experiencing
declining viewership throughout its run, with its most noted declines taking place since its fifth
season would end after seven seasons. That May, the network cancelled Inhumans after one
season, while giving another Marvel series, Agents of S. For its schedule, ABC announced it
bring back comedies to the Friday night slot, with the lineup consisting of returning family
sitcoms Fresh Off the Boat and Speechless , along with the game show Child Support which
experienced decent viewership for its inaugural season in the winter of early The first promo
debuted during Fresh off the Boat on August 10, , featuring new graphics and using an updated
version of the â€”96 variant of the block's original theme. For its season premiere, the child cast
from Fresh of the Boat and Speechless hosted the lineup: the segments were in the middle of
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that has been addressed was the change talkgroup popup on the self care page staying up even
after changing tabs. It should now be dismissed when you leave that tab, and a cancel button
has been added to the popup. There are currently just two levels of admin for a talkgroup. The
highest is Trustee, and is only one person. The Trustee has access to an additional tab that has
a button to delete the talkgroup, to transfer ownership of the talkgroup, and to add or remove
SysOps. The SysOps are the second level, which have access to all of the other features on the
page, but cannot delete or transfer the talkgroup, or manage sysops. We are using just these
two levels right now to keep things simple, and later when we have more capabilities on the
page we will change it to a system that allows you to specify the permissions for each sysop
custom. This talkgroup will not have a name or show up in the list of talkgroups. The ID of the
talkgroup will be the lowest value 7-digit dmr id under the accounts callsign. If you later decide
you want to make a talkgroup that does show up in the list of talkgroups and has a name and
want it to have that same dmr ID, you simply go request a talkgroup with the ID and after it gets
approved it will show up with the name you requested and be in the list. During this first
transition week we have come across a few situations we had not thought about or run into
before. One issue that came to our attention were requests for talkgroups that were the same
number as an existing dmr ID. This was a seven digit ID that was requested, but repeater IDs are
six digits. It is never fun for us to have to deny someone the talkgroup ID that they want, but we
do not feel it would be a good policy to allow talkgroups to be created that are IDs under
someone elses callsign. To Solve this issue, we have come up with a new policy that we hope
most will agree is the best solution to solve this, but we are open to changing this policy if
someone has a better suggestion on how to go about it. Get in touch if you have a suggestion!
In short, you can create talkgroups using any of your own radio or repeater IDs 6 digits for
repeater, 7 for radio as long as they belong to your callsign. We have finally begun the transition
from legacy to prime! Listen to the recording for the first of three prime transition nets:. After
noticing some intermittent issues with packet loss on the legacy server located in chicago we
reached out to our server host provider and found out about a DDOS Denial of Service attack
against their upstream provider. Because of this, we were affected intermittently today by lag
spikes. This issue is now resolved. Working with our host, we were able to get the filesystem
recovered and repaired and backed up so legacy is now back online. Connecting to tgif. Policies
on prime concerning legacy insecure connections may change in the next few days. We will
give everyone time to adjust and make sure all setups are stable. Contact us to report any
issues. We were sent a warning about upcoming maintenance from our host provider for legacy
but unfortunately after a routine update there seems to be some issues with the version that
was installed and we are in the process of fixing things on our end while they fix theirs. In the
meantime, we thought it would be a great opportunity to test the prime server with the full load
of both legacy and prime combined. What does this Mean? We Are fixing this as fast as we can
and are working with our server host. Will update you here. We are also testing a development
test build of the server so you may notice some dropped packets or strange issues today at
times but this is only temporary. If you notice any problems after August 22 please report them
to us. If you login with a suffix appended to your hotspot id it must be two digits long, a single
digit will not work. Repeater's now may also login with two digit suffixes. Added active
talkgroups under monitoring menu item. Updated cache system, talkgroup and user info will
update every 15 minutes. Things like talkgroup name if changed will reflect changes on
lastheard after max 15mins. If you have requested a talkgroup and were approved there should
now be an option under the menu item with your callsign called 'Manage Talkgroup'. If you don't

see it, send us an email. Talkgroup EDIT is not showing for some Admin's in their menu, we are
working on the problem and hope to sort it within a week. Thank you for your patience and
support! If you have requested a talkgroup and were approved, you should now have a new
menu option 'Manage Talkgroups' under your callsign on the top menu bar. Current status for
main services and listings of events will now be logged to the 'Server Status' page. Accessible
through the 'Monitoring' menu. For questions or to report a problem please contact us via email
at support at tgif dot network Please Login or Register. NOTICE - Updated User Profile The user
profile page now has tabs at the top that allow navigation between the common user
information, self care, and pages for changing your email and password. NEW - Prime Time!
NOTICE - Legacy Server DOWN We were sent a warning about upcoming maintenance from our
host provider for legacy but unfortunately after a routine update there seems to be some issues
with the version that was installed and we are in the process of fixing things on our end while
they fix theirs. Active Talkgroups Added active talkgroups under monitoring menu item.
Talkgroup Profile Management If you have requested a talkgroup and were approved there
should now be an option under the menu item with your callsign called 'Manage Talkgroup'.
Talkgroup Profile Editing If you have requested a talkgroup and were approved, you should now
have a new menu option 'Manage Talkgroups' under your callsign on the top menu bar. Active
Server Status Current status for main services and listings of events will now be logged to the
'Server Status' page. Server Statistics. A library that makes normal Android Dialog to high level
Dialog with many styling options and fully customizable. Make dialog from few lines of code.
Work fast with our official CLI. Learn more. If nothing happens, download GitHub Desktop and
try again. If nothing happens, download Xcode and
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try again. If nothing happens, download the GitHub extension for Visual Studio and try again.
Please fork this repository and contribute back using pull requests. Any contributions, large or
small, major features, bug fixes, are welcomed and appreciated but will be thoroughly reviewed.
Skip to content. Branches Tags. Nothing to show. Go back. Launching Xcode If nothing
happens, download Xcode and try again. Latest commit. Git stats 5 commits. Failed to load
latest commit information. GIF Images. View code. Builder MainActivity. Topics gif-library
animated-gif dialog android-library gif animated-gifs gif-animation android-libs android-lib
android-libraries ttfancygifdialog-android gifdialog fancydialog beautifuldialog animated-dialog
tt-fancy-gif-dialog beautiful-dialog gif-dialog gif-beautiful gif-alertbox. Releases No releases
published. Packages 0 No packages published. You signed in with another tab or window.
Reload to refresh your session. You signed out in another tab or window.

